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 Flip Flop Card  

 

Stamp Sets  Catalog Pg Price 

Baroque Motifs Wood � Idea Book 146 $27.95 

On Your Birthday Wood � Idea Book 163 $33.95 

Paper               In-Color p 165, Brights p 166, Subtles p 167,  Regals p 168, Neutrals p 169 

                                          Specialty Designer Series Paper p 172,     Designer Series Paper  p 173-175 
24 ~ 8½“ x11” $6.95 
12 ~ 12” 12’     $6.95 
DSP, see book  

Pacific Point 
4¼” x 11, 
4½”x 11, 
3”x3” 

� Idea Book 177 $6.95 

Inks                                         Classic Stampin’ Pad $5.95, Classic  Refill $2.95, Stampin’ Write Marker $3.50 

Versamark Pad   � Idea Book 203 $7.50 

Accessories 

Multipurpose Liquid Glue   � Idea Book 206 $3.95 

Stampin Dimensionals   � Idea Book 206 $3.95 

Anywhere Glue Stick (2)   � Idea Book 206 $3.95 

Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine   � Idea Book 215 $99.95 

Framelit Dies: Labels Collection   �  Mini 6 $26.95 

Houndstooth Textured Embossing 
folder 

  � Idea Book 218 $7.95 

Stampin’ Emboss Powder    Silver � Idea Book  201  $4.75 

Heat Tool   � Idea Book 201 $29.95 

Décor Elements Applicator Tool   � Idea Book 227 $1.95 

Aluminum Foil Not a Stampin' Up! product. 

Gel pen Not a Stampin' Up! product. 

1. Score one 4½” x 11” Pacific Point at 5½” and then just ½” in 
from each side at 2¾” from one end. 

2. Place this piece on tab 2 of the big shot and center the 
#3 (from the largest) framelit with the points at the 
partial scoring.  Then place the cutting plate with the end 
right at that center point.   Run through the Big Shot.  
This will cut only the outer half of the label. 

    
3. Fold with the cut side folded up and back to the left.  

This makes the card base. 
4. Cover the other 4½” x 11” Pacific Point entirely with 

Anywhere Glue Stick.  Try to make the glue as smooth as 
possible.  (Our Stampin' Up! glue stick leaves very few 
bumps or chunks.)   

5. Lay the foil over the cardstock trying to keep the foil as 
smooth as possible.  Smooth from the center out.  Smooth 
with the décor elements applicator tool or a credit card.  

6. Cut one #3 framelit from one end of the foiled cardstock. 
7. On the other end of the foiled cardstock center the same 

#3 framelit with the #4 centered inside of it.  This will 
create a frame and a smaller label. 

8. Place the larger label into the houndstooth embossing 
folder and run through the Big Shot. 

9. Stamp the 3”x3” Pacific Point with Baroque Motifs and 
the Versa Mark pad. 

10. With the Versa Mark pad stamp the greeting centered on 
the left side of the inside of the card base.   

11. Cut the embossed Baroque Motif with the #5 label. 
12. Sprinkle both the design and greeting with silver 

embossing powder and heat. 



13. With Stampin' Dimensionals, adhere the textured and 
foiled frame to the front of the card, making sure that it 
does not overlap the folded section. 

14. With Stampin' Dimensionals, adhere the embossed Pacific 
Point label to the center of the foiled label. 

15. Adhere the frame to the left side of the inside of the 
card with Multi-Purpose Glue.   

16. Adhere the smooth label to the inside of the card with 
Multi-Purpose Glue.  For perfect placement, set into the 
frame with the glue up and close the card. 

17. You can write on the foil with a gel pen. 
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